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This paper investigates the profiles, challenges, and motivations of science

communicators of the ScienceVlogs Brasil project—a Brazilian alliance of YouTube

channels that disseminate science information on YouTube. It also looks into their

prospects of professionalization in science communication and their strategies to

improve their skills, increase public reach, and have financial support. Results show that

the typical science YouTuber is a highly educated young male who works primarily in the

education field, wishes to improve science understanding and fight misinformation, and

is challenged by YouTube’s highly competitive environment and restrictive algorithms.

Science YouTubers also strive to improve their skills and techniques to produce

high-quality, professional-like videos to become visible on the platform.
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout time, various media formats have been used to inform (and sometimes misinform)
the public about science on the internet (Davies and Hara, 2017). Both online adaptations of
conventional formats, such as broadcasting and print media, and internet-specific media, as
information portals, news feeds, video and audio clips, and blogs, among others, have been pointed
out as important tools for communicating science in the internet (Minol et al., 2007).More recently,
social media websites such as Facebook (Zielinska, 2017), Reddit (Jones et al., 2019), and Twitter
(López-Goñi and Sánchez-Angulo, 2017) have also been recognized as science communication loci,
not least because of the increasing number of internet users that are informed about science through
social media in countries such as the USA1 and Brazil (CGEE, 2019). Correspondingly, sociological
studies exploring the range of online-active science communicators have included more and more
actors. If in earlier times the online communicative activities of scientists, postgraduates and science
journalists were the main focus (Bonetta, 2007), today the literature started to contemplate new
actors and organizations, such as online citizen science hubs and amateur communicators active in
blogs and on social media (Acatech, 2017; Riedlinger et al., 2019).

One of the new platforms to gain prominence among the new media is YouTube. Founded
in 2005 as a video repository website with social media features (Vonderau, 2016), it later
became one of the most-accessed video-sharing platforms worldwide, with currently two billion
monthly logged-in users and nearly 500 hours of uploaded video every minute2. Public science
communication has been taking place for years on YouTube in the form of science TV shows
and documentaries, content posted by university and research center channels, and videos by
independent science YouTubers, among others. However, research on it is still in its early

1Available online at: https://www.pewresearch.org/science/2018/03/21/the-science-people-see-on-social-media/ (accessed
26 October, 2020).
2Available online at: https://blog.hootsuite.com/youtube-stats-marketers/ (accessed 30 June, 2020).
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stages (Allgaier, 2020). The existing literature has addressed a
broad range of issues, such as the development of a typology of
popular web science videos (Morcillo et al., 2016; García-Avilés
and de Lara, 2018), types of (mis)information found resulting
from queries of scientific terms (Allgaier, 2019), the framing of
controversial scientific issues (Erviti et al., 2018), and the role of
entertainment in science videos (Bourk et al., 2018). In short,
some aspects of the production, consumption, of the videos
and of the platform itself have been tackled; however, to the
best of our knowledge, there has been so far no sociological
qualitative study focused on independent science communicators
on YouTube.

In this study, we fill this gap in the literature by doing an
exploratory qualitative study around a community of Brazilian
science communicators on YouTube, or science YouTubers. We
use the term “YouTuber” as the synonym of a communicator who
constantly produces and uploads videos to YouTube. YouTube
is a massive platform in Brazil, which lands in fourth place
in the ranking of YouTube views by country and as the third
country with the most subscribers3. We conducted a survey
with 26 members of the ScienceVlogs Brasil project—an alliance
of Brazilian independent science YouTubers and a badge of
scientific content—to gain insights into their personal profiles,
motivations, and challenges in communicating science on the
platform. Through the survey, we also explored their previous
experiences in communicating science and their professional
goals in the area. Additionally, we interviewed the coordinator
and former director of the ScienceVlogs Brasil project to better
understand how the project arose, how it currently functions,
and what constitutes the scientific quality badge maintained
by it. As the ScienceVlogs Brasil project is closely connected
to the ScienceBlogs Brasil network in many aspects, we at
various points draw comparisons between science bloggers and
webvideo producers. We consider this a good analytical tool
to better understand the emergence of science communicators
on YouTube.

We start this article by offering a brief literature review
on the sociology of online science communication, focusing
on the ongoing transition of readership from science blogs
to social networks. We then proceed to analyse some of the
changes that YouTube as a platform has undergone over the
years, which resulted in a more competitive environment and
an impulse to the professionalization of content production,
among other outcomes. Details on the research methodology,
timing, and instruments used are offered in “Research Design
and Methods.” In the “Findings” section, we start by describing
the history and functioning of the ScienceVlogs Brasil project in
the homonymous section. We then proceed for the other results
in sections “a. Profile of science YouTubers,” “b. Motivations to
communicate science,” “c. Challenges in communicating science
on YouTube,” “d. Financial support,” and “e. Professionalization
of Science YouTubers.” The “Discussion” section follows with
some important considerations and confrontations of the
findings with relevant literature. The “Conclusion” section
completes the paper. A translated copy of the survey sent to the

3Available online at: https://medium.com/@ChannelMeter/youtubes-top-
countries-47b0d26dded (accessed 30 June, 2020).

YouTubers and the script of the main topics discussed in the
interviews can be accessed as Supplementary Materials.

A SHIFT ON THE ONLINE SCIENCE
COMMUNICATION LANDSCAPE

A great part of the literature on the sociology of public science
communication seems to be concentrated around science blogs.
An example of this focus is the recent attempt to build a
sociological framework to research science blogging by Jarreau
(2015), who declared them a “critical point of departure for
a modern study of science media production” (Jarreau, 2015,
p.15). Science blogs, aside from being used for scholarly
communication among peers (Bonetta, 2007), have also been
used as a way to reach out to lay audiences (Bonetta, 2007;
Shanahan, 2011; Masters, 2013; Mahrt and Puschmann, 2014).
Independent science bloggers following this purpose include
scientists, science journalists, graduate students, and hobbyists
(Bik and Goldstein, 2013; Mahrt and Puschmann, 2014). Science
authors who communicate to the larger public often do so “to
increase awareness about science and/ or to facilitate discussion
and decision-making on issues of importance to society” (Kyvik,
2005, p. 289), and thus, to promote a democratization of science
(Wilkins, 2008). However, some authors argue that the aim of
popularizing science tends to be short-lived due to the context-
specific information and specialized language commonly used
in science blogs, which tends to leave lay people out of the
conversation (Kouper, 2010).

As a medium for public science communication, science
blogs have different advantages and pitfalls. Bik and Goldstein’s
(2013) list of pros and cons of online tools for communicating
science include blogs’ post longevity and the reliability of the
platform for building an online reputation as pros, while the cons
include a considerable time investment and the need to advertise
the posts in other platforms. Blogs are also seen as attractive
due to the editorial freedom that they enable to the author,
and also the possibility of conversations through comments
(Blanchard, 2011). Lack of revenue derived from blogging
and the undervaluation of the activity by many colleagues in
academia, who often see this as waste of time, are seen as
challenges (Brown and Woolston, 2018).

Presently, there is a good amount of evidence indicating the
decline of the consumption and production of science blogs.
Fausto et al. (2012) noticed a decrease both in science blog
views of the Research Blogging website (a multi-language science
blog indexer) and in the number of blog posts, starting in 2010.
It has also been shown, in a study with 106 Brazilian science
blogs, that the number of active blogs has fallen to 50% from
2013 to 20164. In 2013, authors of the Brazilian branch of the
ScienceBlogs network observed a decrease in the general number
of views of the blogs (Rodrigues, 2015). This phenomenon has
also been observed worldwide, in international aggregators such
as the Science Seeker5. In contrast, the number of users on social

4Available online at: https://minasfazciencia.com.br/2016/07/06/juliana-botelho/
(accessed 22 October 2020).
5Available online at: http://www.scienceseeker.org/2017/05/on-evolution-of-
science-blogosphere.html (accessed 17 October, 2019).
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media websites has increased enormously in the last years—their
current penetration is 46% (3.534 billion), with nearly all of them
being mobile users6. Worldwide, people have spent on average
2 h and 23min per day on any social media in 20197. In Brazil,
this number goes up to a little more than 3 h of social network
usage per day8, which makes Brazilians one of the most socially
connected populations of the planet.

This trend comes accompanied by a rising amount of video
content uploaded to the internet. Mobile video views have grown
from ∼5min per day in 2012 to more than 30min in 2018 for
the average global user9. YouTube, in this context, has grown
to become the second-largest website in the number of access
worldwide10. Brazil is currently YouTube’s sixth biggest market:
as of 2017, 63% of the Brazilian population has visited the
platform, and 44% watched at least one video on YouTube
a day11. According to a recent survey, Youtube is the third
source of information for Brazilians (49%), after TV (50%) and
Whatsapp (79%) (Câmara, 2019). When it comes to information
about science and technology though, the internet has surpassed
TV and all other media, and Youtube is the third most relevant
media in Brazil, after Facebook and search engines (CGEE, 2019).

Taken together, these data may suggest that part of the
authors and readership of science blogs have migrated to other
media and platforms, being YouTube one of the possibilities.
Regarding the authors, while there is some evidence that in the
international arena (and especially in the USA) many science
bloggers now have writing careers, are clustered in official
blogging networks or have expanded to podcasting, youtubing
and book-writing (Brookshire, 2016). In Brazil, the whereabouts
of former science bloggers are still unclear. Considering that
one of the founders of the Brazilian ScienceBlogs was part of
the creation of the ScienceVlogs Brasil, this paper may partially
answer this question.

THE PLATFORM YOUTUBE AND THE
“NEW” YOUTUBERS

YouTube, as a platform, can be described as a socio-technical
digital structure specialized in extracting, processing, and
marketing the data of its users (Srnicek, 2017). Langley and
Leyshon (2017) argue that platforms function as intermediaries
between customers who make up distinct markets; their task,
in this context, is to coordinate these markets and capture
data produced by the customers’ interactions. As an advertising
platform—that is, a platform that markets data of users to

6Available online at: https://ourworldindata.org/rise-of-social-media (accessed 18
December, 2019).
7Available online at: https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/how-much-time-
do-people-spend-on-social-media-in-2019-infographic/560270/ (accessed 21
March, 2020).
8Available online at: https://wearesocial.com/global-digital-report-2019 (accessed
20 September, 2019).
9Available online at: https://www.bondcap.com/report/itr19/ (accessed 21 March,
2020).
10Available online at: https://www.alexa.com/topsites (accessed 20 March, 2020).
11Available online at: https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/pt-br/
youtubeinsights/2017/introducao/ (accessed 3 August, 2020).

advertisers (Srnicek, 2017)—YouTube negotiates the interests of
users (those who consume and/ or post content), who are on the
platform for reasons that go from sheer entertainment12 to the
pursuit of fame (Stokel-Walker, 2019); the interests of advertisers,
who wish their ads to reach certain target audiences; and the
interest of the platform itself and its investors, which seek to
maximize profits. The results of this intermediation of interests
performed by the platform include an increasingly verticalized
relationship among users, an overload of content on the platform,
and a push for the professionalization of amateur content (van
Dijck, 2013). We argue that this shift on the ethos of the platform
and its creators has an important impact on the motivations and
challenges of science communicators on YouTube.

Since its foundation, in 2005, YouTube has encouraged user-
generated video content as a way to attract and secure a large
audience, and to catch the attention of professional media
companies (Vonderau, 2016). As a result, YouTube promoted
a strong participatory culture since its early years, powered by
its social networking features and community-inducing interface
features (van Dijck, 2013). In 2006, Google bought YouTube,
started to settle court cases regarding intellectual property and
copyright laws, and paved the way for the platform to receive
increasingly more content from the broadcast industry (van
Dijck, 2013). This brought about some tension between the
“grassroots” native community of amateur YouTubers, who
wished to keep the platform as a creative powerhouse for
amateurs, and the new channels of TV personalities. To appease
the users, YouTube expanded an existing program and launched
the YouTube Partner Program (YPP), which allows users to
monetize their videos on the platform with Google’s AdSense
when their channels and videos follow the platform’s guidelines
and some other criteria.

In the following years, as the number of users mushroomed
and the number of “passive viewers” supplanted the number
of users with at least one video posting (Cheng et al., 2008),
various social media features were eliminated from the website,
and the successive layout revamps were increasingly built around
a producer/consumer or star/fans logic (van Dijck, 2013). The
progressive institutionalization of the platform (Kim, 2012)
ultimately resulted in a new ethos for the typical content
creator: the professional YouTuber, capable of producing easily
findable and interesting quality content. With an ever-increasing
amount of videos uploaded to the platform, content creators
who wish to be watched constantly feel the need to know
more about the functioning of the algorithms (Pedersen, 2019),
about how to reach and hold an audience, and other ways
to gain visibility (Holmbom, 2015). The push for high-quality
standards has been given by YouTube itself through its YouTube
Creator Academy website and the YouTube Creators channel
and blog, which contain courses and tips for content creators
to grow their channels with quality content. At the same time,
creators must be careful with the choice of words and themes
in the video, since some of YouTube’s algorithms have up until

12Available online at: https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/advertising-channels/
video/youtube-viewing-watch-preferences/ (accessed 2 August, 2020).
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recently demonetized videos that did not disregard the platform
guidelines, but only touched on polemic topics13.

To this day, very little is known about how science YouTubers
manage to navigate this intricate environment and reach
their goals. How do independent science YouTubers perceive
YouTube? What are their main challenges in making their
channel reach more people, and how do they fund themselves?
What strategies do they use to overcome such difficulties?
Motivated by these and other questions, we designed and carried
out this research.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

In order to obtain information about the emergence and current
functioning of the ScienceVlogs Brasil project on YouTube,
we conducted and recorded two interviews with the project
founders. The first interview took place in November of
2017 with R.B., prior coordinator of the project. The second
interview happened in January of 2019, with both R.B. and
V.P., the project director. The interviews were semi-structured
and approved by the Unicamp Ethics Committee (process
number 1686032). The recordings in Portuguese are available
to the public through the link https://drive.google.com/open?id=
1h0ymVRckwx5d_WBnyrARh0NTWUBNNbTF. The sources of
information (either one of the founders) will be indicated by the
initials of each subject and the year of the interview to preserve
their identities.

We also elaborated a survey aimed at the YouTubers using the
GoogleForms service, tested it with four graduate students, and
modified it for understanding enhancement. The questionnaire
was sent in October of 2018 to R.B., the project coordinator,
who moderated the invitation with project members. The survey
contained various open and closed-ended questions and a
completing answering time of about 12–15min. It was divided
in four sections: (a) sociodemographic data; (b) relationship of
each YouTuber with science communication; (c) the YouTuber’s
relationship with YouTube as a website and a platform; (d) and,
strategies for communicating science on YouTube.

By the end of November of 2018, the link for the online
questionnaire was deactivated and the answers were analyzed.
We recommended that only one channel host answered the
questionnaire, regardless of how many hosts the channel could
have. We obtained 26 answers from 25 channels, from a total
of 36 active channels that composed the project at that time.
That means we obtained two different answers from one channel.
We decided to keep both of them because they came from two
YouTubers who previously had two different channels, but then
had recently decided to merge and present the same channel.
We reckoned that they had mostly different experiences as
science YouTubers, and therefore both views could add valuable
information to the results. The English version of the survey is
available in the Supplementary Materials.

13Available online at: https://www.polygon.com/2018/5/10/17268102/youtube-
demonetization-pewdiepie-logan-paul-casey-neistat-philip-defranco (accessed 3
August, 2020).

The method used to analyze open-ended questions was
content analysis, as defined by Bardin (1977). In the first step,
the pre-analysis, all the answers were carefully read, in order
to exclude any unfitting responses. During the second step,
some thematic categories were identified, and the record units
were defined as entire responses or fragments of responses that
belonged to one of the categories. In the third step, record units
were grouped together and counted according to the categories,
some of which were merged together when adequate; and in the
last step, interpretation of the categories and answers took place.
This process was performed for three questions: two of them
about the motivation of the YouTubers to communicate science,
and one about the difficulties of doing science communication
on YouTube. There were other open-ended questions asked, but
their answers are mostly off-topic for this article and will be
analyzed in future works.

FINDINGS

The ScienceVlogs Brasil Project
The project was created by R.B. and V.P., both of them biologists
and former science bloggers. They reported noticing a sharp
decrease in the number of science blog readers since 2013, while,
at the same time, many Brazilian YouTube science channels were
gaining ever-growing audiences. This motivated them to start a
channel network on YouTube, loosely based on the ScienceBlogs
Brasil network, a model already familiar to them since R.B had
been coordinator of the network in the past. In 2015, the founders
started inviting science Youtubers, and inMarch 2016 the project
was officially launched, with 18 channels14.

According to one a blog post written by a member of
the project15, the goals of the ScienceVlogs Brasil project are
concentrated on fighting scientific misinformation on YouTube
through the creation of a “quality badge” that enables the lay
public to identify scientifically accurate information. This badge
(Figure 1) was designed as a graphic symbol that all channels
belonging to the project and videos about sciencemade by project
members should exhibit, but in practice it is used almost only in
the official channel of the project.

Still according to Ayrolla, other objectives of the project
are leveraging the reach of each channel individually through
strategies such as cross referencing (hosts talking about each
other’s channels in the videos) and invigorating the presence
of science in the platform, through the popularization of the
ScienceVlogs Brasil brand. Up to the date of publication of this
article, the project did not have an official webpage or blog, but
it owns an account both on Facebook and Twitter, and an official
channel on YouTube.

As we gathered the data, in October and November of
2018, ScienceVlogs Brasil comprised 39 YouTube channels, with
diverse themes and styles. Many channels are thematic and

14All the information regarding the story and functioning of the SVBr project
stems from the interview with R.B. the former director of the project, and with
V.P., the project coordinator. For more information on the interview, refer to the
Supplemental Materials.
15Available online at: http://scienceblogs.com.br/sciencevlogs/ (accessed 15
November, 2019).
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focused on the communication of Biology, Astronomy, Physics,
Robotics, Mathematics, Geography, and Archeology. Most of
them tend to approach more than one single theme, with
some of them bridging great areas of science. For example,
the host of channel “Alimente o Cérebro” (Feed your Brain)
speaks about philosophical concepts and also presents the
latest research about Astronomy. The target audiences vary
significantly in terms of age. Some channels produce content
clearly directed at children (“Quer que desenhe?”—Would you
like me to draw it?), while others aim at the adult public (“Boteco
Behaviorista”—Behaviorist Pub—and “Universo Racionalista”—
Racionalist Universe). Most of them seem to target a young adult
public, based on their editing style and approach to themes (the
links to all channels are listed in the Supplemental Materials.
It is important to mention that science YouTubers often use
their channels to express thoughts about politics, music and
culture, or to talk about their hobbies and personal life, with

FIGURE 1 | ScienceVlogs Brasil badge.

very few exceptions. That means that there is a spectrum from
channels that touch exclusively on their scientific theme of
interest (such as “Space Today,” a channel about Astronomy
and space exploration) and channels that (more often than not)
tackle non-scientific themes (e.g., channel “Xadrez Verbal”—
Verbal Chess). The exact content makeup of each channel is
determined by its presenter, without editing interference of the
project direction. Admissions of new content creators to the
group occur on occasion, in rounds that involve a five-step
process including evaluations of videos of the new channel, the
posture of the presenter and a general voting by all members.

Profile of Science YouTubers
We inquired about the Youtubers’ gender, age, education (area
and level), current occupation and area of residence, and we
obtained 26 answers. Most of the science Youtubers are men
(76.9%, 20 people). Figure 2 shows that 73.1% (19 people) are
young, between 18 and 35 years old, while 26.9% (7 people) are
above this range.

Figure 3 shows that 50% of the sample are either doing
graduation or are already graduated, while 50% are currently
doing or have completed a postgraduate course. Figure 4 shows
that 46.5% (12 people) have studied Exact (or Physical) and
Earth Sciences at some level of their academic career, followed
by 42.0% (11 people) who studied Life Sciences and 26.9% (seven
people) who studied a course in Humanities. Other fields were
less representative, and had one indication each.

As seen in Figure 5, 23.1% (six people) work as school
teachers; 23.1% work as university professors; 19.2% (five people)

FIGURE 2 | Ages of science Youtubers.
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FIGURE 3 | Education attainments of science Youtubers.

FIGURE 4 | Areas of education and expertise of science Youtubers.

work in Communications (journalists, people employees
of publishers, TV or radio), 19.3% are self-employed
(entrepreneurs); 7.3% work in the IT sector and the four

remaining did not specify. At least half of the YouTubers have
more than one occupation. The most common scenario is
working as a teacher and having another occupation, such as
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FIGURE 5 | Occupations of science Youtubers.

FIGURE 6 | SC activities prior and concurrent with the YouTube channel.
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graduate or undergraduate student (four people), entrepreneur
(two people), and media professional (one person).

Participants were then asked about their activities as science
communicators before and after they created their YouTube
channel. Prior to their channel on YouTube, most YouTubers
were active either in social networks (nine people) and/ or in
blogs and websites (eight people). “Talks and workshops” was the
third most marked option (five people). There was a notoriously
small number of people participating in podcasts and in the
organization of SC events. Participants could mark as many
options as they saw fit.

Their current activities as science Youtubers cover a broader
range. In Figure 6, it is shown that most of them use social
networks (22 people, 84.61%), and a significant amount (10
people, 38.46%) still blog. Social networks, this time, are a
clear preference, also because they are frequently used for
advertisement of the YouTube channels, as we discuss later on.
Talks and workshops were again a popular option (15 people,
57.69%). New options appeared this time, such as participation
in TV and radio (three people, 11.53%) and work in NGOs (one
person, 3.84%); besides, more communicators now participate in
podcasts. On the other hand, no Youtubers reportedly work in
museums and science centers.

Respondents were asked how many years they had
participated in science communication activities before starting
their YouTube channel, and the nature of such activities. Of the
18 people who were active before the YouTube channels, half
of them (nine people, 34.61% of the whole sample) had been
doing SC for some time between 1 and 3 years, and seven people
(26.92% of entire sample) had been active for 5 years or more. No
one had been active for 1 year or less before starting SC activities,
which indicates a presence of a considerable level of experience
in science communication among them.

Motivations to Communicate Science
As shown in Table 1, the topmotivation to communicate science,
far above the rest, is the perceived need of the population to
be “educated” about scientific issues. Some YouTubers expressed
the “citizenship effect” that comes from popularizing science,
as F.H. when he stated that “a society that is scientifically
literate becomes more efficient in decision-making and critical
reasoning, and also in the oversight of our political leaders.”
E.S., for example, stated that the aim of his channel is “to make
people understand the importance of science, and to make them
start to think by themselves, and not being easily manipulated.”
Others highlighted the personal joy in sharing knowledge, such
as P.P.: “The pleasure of educating and sharing knowledge still
is the biggest reason why I communicate science” and V.A.: “My
motivation is to keep studying and sharing my knowledge with a
bigger community.”

Challenges in Communicating Science on
YouTube
The high competition for attention in a platform full of
“clutter” (A.A.) makes it harder for the science YouTubers to
“remain relevant and searchable among so many other types of
entertainment” (J.J.). It is also hard for them to “bust the filter

TABLE 1 | Motivations to communicate science on YouTube.

Categories Number of

record units

Examples of units

Knowledge

dissemination/

contributing

popular

understanding of

science

12 “As the time passed, I realized the need to

expose basic science concepts to a broader

public. So that the population can improve its

citizen action in a society guided by scientific

advances” (R.B.)

“Today, I understand it [science popularization]

as a matter of urgency. We need to educate

the population, before they begin to

‘un-educate’ us” (C.S.)

“The perception that society needs scientific

education is the biggest motivational factor”

(A. A.)

Pointing out

and/ or

correcting false

information

5 “… to be an alternative to the fake news age”

(L. C.)

“To fight pseudoscience and other types of

quackery that often appear on YouTube” (V. A.)

Bringing the lay

public closer to

the academia

4 “As someone from the academia, I perceive a

failure in communicating with the population,

in showing why investing in science is

important to society, and in showing that

theise investments tend to bring many

benefits to the population, which ends up not

knowing where they came from” (T. B.)

Boosting

passion/ interest

for science

3 “The idea is to take Math to places where it

does not dwell, and let people fall in love with

it” (J. J.)

Producing novel

and exciting

science content

2 “[The main reason was] realizing that there

were no brazilian content with the same

dynamics (in relation to the way how it is

framed, developed, recorded and edited)”

(L.M.)

Financial

motivation

1 “Today, there is also a financial motivation”

(R.R)

Opportunity to

meet interesting

people

1 “Another motivating aspect is the amount of

doors that are opened and interesting people

you get to know along the way [while doing

science popularization]”(L.M.)

bubble” (P.N.) and reach new audiences. The lack of revenue for
their work in producing videos, in its turn, impairs their ability
to dedicate more time to the process of video production, which
can be seen in Table 2.

Strategies for Communicating Science on
YouTube
We asked in the survey, using closed-ended questions, how often
they perform some actions to increase their reach in the platform
and how often they consult some sources to learn more about
how the platform operates. The answers are shown in Table 3.

We also found that 19 people (73.03%) have already
participated on-site courses given at the YouTube Space16 in
Brazil, and that at least 19 people (not exactly the same
ones) participated in at least one competition promoted by

16YouTube Space is a physical location made available by YouTube to content
creators, where they can shoot for their channels and take courses and workshops
on content creation free of charge, among other activities.
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YouTube, such as the YouTube NextUp. The strong engagement
of the YouTubers with some types of learning initiatives (on-
site courses and the consumption of content on how to

TABLE 2 | Challenges in communicating science on YouTube.

Categories Number of

record units

Examples of units

Effects of

competing

against “bad

content” for

attention

10 “The excess of content [and] of distraction,

that always diverts [the audience’s] focus”

(A.A.)

“Competition for audience” (F.H.)

“[The biggest difficulty is] Having to compete

with clickbaits and hoaxes in the platform, that

because of their appealing (but fake) titles

related to my research field, end up receiving

more attention” (M.J.)

Algorithm-

caused audience

restrictions

7 “The algorithm’s delivery [of views] is always

uncertain and changes a lot” (R.B.)

“Trying to make the message burst the

algorithm bubble that contains those who are

already interested [in science]” (P.N.)

Low financial

compensation

3 “The financial question” (D.S.)

“The production costs are high when the video

topic needs to be deepened” (G.L.)

Difficulties to find

adequate video

format

3 “Finding formats able to attract attention and

foster communities” (D.C.)

“Making the content more entertaining” (L.M.)

Difficulties to

keep high

productivity and

video quality

3 “The need for high quality videos and high

frequency, which is hard to accommodate with

my graduation course and internship” (V.M.)

“[…] meeting the demand of videos that

YouTube’s algorithm suggests for a quick

growth, while needing to “polish” a scientific

content, is a very labor-intensive task” (E.S.)

Effects of the

presenter’s

exposure

2 “Besides that [hardship to produce

high-quality material very often], getting

involved in [social] networks is synonym of a

lot of exposition. Not everyone has the energy

to stand all the frenesi of social media

knocking daily in their doors” (E. S.)

produce better content and reach more audiences) indicates
a high commitment with their activities on YouTube, and
hints at the formalization of this commitment in the form of
professionalization (an issue that we explore further on).

Financial Support
When asked about the types of financial support they had to
produce videos on YouTube, and informed that they could mark
as many options as needed, participants answered the following
(Figure 7):

Crowdfunding, marked by 19 people (73.1%), and the revenue
from video ads, marked by 17 (65.4%), surpassed the other
option by a large margin. Still, a relevant number of participants
resort to sponsored content (six people, 23%), advertising often
for science-themed products such as t-shirts; and to their own
merchandising (six people). Some participants (four people,
15.38%) are also supported by direct personal donations. The
ScienceVlogs Brasil project itself does not receive funding of any
kind; only the individual members through their own initiative.

Professionalization of Science YouTubers
In the survey, we asked “would you consider becoming a
professional in the area of science communication?”We specified
that being a “professional” meant spending most of one’s active
time doing SC, and also drawing most of one’s revenue from it.
Eighty percent (21 people, 80.76%) confirmed that they would
consider a career in the area of science communication. Two
of those who responded positively already consider themselves
professionals (one of them is the project coordinator, and the
other lives mostly with the ad revenue from his channel). The
three YouTubers who responded “no” (11.5% of the sample) are
university professors, who would rather stick to their careers
in academia. Then we asked where they would like to operate
as SC professionals if they could choose freely, and also where
they think they would have a real chance to be professional in
the actual scenario. The answers are shown in Figure 8. The
majority chose digital media both at in the actual and free-
choice scenarios, followed by the press, cable TV and open TV
on the actual scenario, showing they are happy with where they
are working, except for science museum or science centers that

TABLE 3 | Strategies and sources of knowledge used by science communicators to comprehend and navigate YouTube.

Action Always Often Seldom Never

Advertised videos/ YouTube channel on social media 19 people (73%) 4 people (15.38%) 2 people (7.69%) 1 person (3.84%)

Check the YouTube Analytics tool to gather information about

audience

8 people (30.76%) 10 people (38.46%) 7 people (26.92%) 1 person (3.84%)

Use the information gathered on YouTube analytics to guide

decisions on content and video format

3 people (12%)* 10 people (38.46%)* 5 pessoas (20%)* 7 people (28%)*

Took courses offered by the YouTube Creators Academy website – 1 person (3.84%) 8 people (30.76%) 17 people (65.38%)

Uses tips and tutorials from the YouTube Creators Academy

channel on YouTube on

– 1 person (3.84%) 17 people (65.38%) 8 people (30.76%)

Uses tips and tutorials from independent creators on YouTube to

learn about the algorithms and how to grow their channel

3 people (11.53%)** 7 people (26.92%)** 3 people (11.53%)** 7 people (26.92%)**

*percentages calculated having n = 25 (one person does not use YouTube Analytics at all).

**in this category there was an additional intermediary degree, namely number 3, or “once in a while.” six people (23% of the sample) marked this option.
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FIGURE 7 | Financial support of science YouTubers.

FIGURE 8 | Preferred media/ locations for SC in actual scenario and free-choice scenario.
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wouldn’t be a free-choice place to work, although 15 respondents
were working there at the time of the survey.

DISCUSSION

ScienceVlogs Brasil can be best understood as a result of further
development of the onlinemedia ecosystem, in which audiovisual
language grew in popularity thanks largely to cheaper gadgets
with cameras and an online connection and a recent increase
in broadband coverage in Brazil17. YouTube is reportedly the
most accessed social media in Brazil18; 96% of people between
18 and 35 years access it19. In this sense, it is fair to say
that the project was created as a way to try and reach the
audiences that may have migrated to YouTube from other media,
and also to engage with all the new young audiences who
are native to YouTube. As a project stemming from science
communicators directly connected to the ScienceBlogs Brasil
project, it borrows a lot from the decentralized and non-edited
model of a blogging network, which is reinforced by YouTube’s
individualistic top-down structure (van Dijck, 2013). However,
the project aims at popularizing the ScienceVlogs Brasil badge
through collaborations between channel members. As such, the
project acts as a platform in the sense detailed by Gillespie
(2010)—it attempts to promote a “progressive and egalitarian
arrangement, promising to support those who stand on it”
(Gillespie, 2010, p.4). Through mutual help, the members of the
project produce interesting content, help their channels to grow
by sharing audiences, and offer each other emotional support,
attempting to operate as a true platform where YouTube fails.

Science YouTubers appear to be younger than science
bloggers: in Jarreau’s (2015) comprehensive study of science
bloggers (n = 601), 46% of the authors are in the window of
18–34 years old, while 27% of the sample are between 35 and
44 years old. In this study, 73.1% of the science YouTubers
are aged between 18 and 35, while the rest are above this age
bracket. The age difference seems to be closely related to the
moment in the career of the YouTubers, and, consequently, with
his or her educational attainments: while there is a great variety
of bloggers in different moments of a variety of careers and
occupations—science writers, postgraduate students, researchers,
and professors (Bonetta, 2007; Puschmann, 2014), little more
than a third (nine people, 34.61%) of the science video producers
in our sample is still in college, and so are younger and still taking
the first steps in tertiary education. The age difference can also be
connected to the fact that 96% of the Millenials (aged between
18 and 35 years) in Brazil access YouTube on a regular basis20. It
makes sense to think that science video producers are also science
video consumers, and thus part of that young-aged audience.

17Available online at: https://www.anatel.gov.br/institucional/noticias-destaque/
46-noticias/2230-anatel-divulga-relatorio-sobre-o-mercado-de-banda-larga-
brasileiro (accessed 3 August, 2020).
18Available online at: https://blog.hootsuite.com/youtube-stats-marketers/
(accessed 30 June, 2020).
19Available online at: https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/pt-br/
youtubeinsights/2017/introducao/ (accessed 3 August, 2020).
20Available online at: https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/pt-br/
youtubeinsights/2017/ (accessed 3 August, 2020).

Occupations of science bloggers and video creators also vary.
According to Jarreau’s study (2015), most science bloggers are
employed for wages full-time (55%, n= 337) or part-time (6%, n
= 39), and those employed full-time are involved with academic
research, as well as 47% (n = 288) of her entire sample. Only
a minority of science bloggers identified as students (20%, n
= 125) at all (Jarreau, 2015). Our sample shows a different
reality: most video producers are occupied mostly as university
or college professors (23%, n = 6), school teachers (23%, n = 6),
media professionals (19.23%, n= 5), and entrepreneurs (19.23%,
n = 5), with some overlap. Only three people (11.53%)—
two college students and a Ph.D. candidate—listed their only
occupation as “student;” all the other respondents who were
undergraduate or postgraduate students (38.46%, n = 10) listed
at least another occupation. This occupation distribution reflects
a common scenario in Brazil, in which undergraduates or
postgraduate students frequently work as school teachers and/
or entrepreneurs of some sort to pay for their studies and
housing. The predominance of non-research related occupations
also speaks to the young age of the video producers, mentioned
earlier. Regarding areas of expertise, Exact and Earth science
were the most common study areas of science communicators,
followed by Life sciences. In contrast, it seems that the most
common formal degree of science bloggers is in Life sciences
(including Health Science and Medicine), then followed by
Physical and Earth science (Jarreau, 2015).

The gender disparity in our sample is evident, with less than
one-fourth of the communicators being females (six people,
23%). In the science blogging universe, a male majority has also
been observed more (Shema et al., 2012) and less predominantly
(Jarreau, 2015). We argue that this wide imbalance reflects the
female underrepresentation in STEM (science, technology, math,
and engineering) fields around the world: most communicators
of the SVBr project have a degree in Exact Sciences, an area
in which, also in Brazil, there are significantly less women
(Bolzani, 2017). This can also be explained by the significantly
bleaker consequences of females’ exposition on Youtube: women
constantly face more harassment online than men, often
with sexual connotations (Amasekara and Grant, 2018). The
psychological strain of being constantly online, exposed on video,
and acting responsive to all sorts of comments online also
appeared as a challenge in communicating science on YouTube.
On Instagram and Twitter, however, Riedlinger et al. (2019) have
reported a majority of women science communicators, which
suggests that maybe the exposition created by the medium is a
relevant factor for women who choose to communicate science.

The main reason that drives SVBr members to communicate
science is their desire to contribute to a better understanding of
science in society. This motive also holds true for a significant
number of science bloggers (Bonetta, 2007; Blanchard, 2011;
Masters, 2013; Mahrt and Puschmann, 2014; Jarreau, 2015). A
striking difference with science bloggers, however, is the fact
that no communicator from our sample mentioned the wish
to communicate with fellow scientists, or to build a personal
online identity, or to use videos as a portfolio. Almost all
categories of motivations echoed a science outreach rationale,
which puts the public understanding and feelings toward
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science as priorities. Bringing the general public closer to the
academic world was mentioned in second place. Although the
distance between science and society seems to be a general
phenomenon, even in developed nations such as the USA
(Hartz and Chappel, 1997), in Brazil this gap is particularly
big: only 21% of the population between 25 and 34 years have
completed some kind of tertiary education (OECD, 2019). In
2018, only 24.6% of students enrolled in tertiary education
studied in public institutions (Inep, 2018), which are those that
produce almost all of the national scientific research. There
were only 500–1,000 researchers per one million people in
Brazil (United Nations and Eclac, 2019)—a very low number
compared to other developing nations. Thus, in Brazil, the walls
that separate academia and the general population are still very
high, which makes the reasoning of the communicators all the
more understandable.

The most relevant challenge in communicating science on
YouTube was reportedly the competition for attention in
the platform. Members of the SVBr project claim that the
enormous amount of sensationalist junk content from junk
channels get too many clicks and eyeballs, which leaves less
residual attention for more serious subjects such as science.
That perception is confirmed by a recent statistical analysis
of the last 10 years of video provision and consumption on
YouTube (Bärtl, 2018). Bärtl shows that roughly 85% of all
views are directed to the top 3% channels, which have a high
probability of belonging to the genres comedy, entertainment,
tutorial, and gaming—not science. It has also been found
that most videos recommended by YouTube’s recommendation
system are highly popular (with over one million views), and
increasingly longer than the videos watched before21. This
rich-get-richer pattern of an intense concentration of views in
a few stars is a direct result of intermediation practices or
the platform (Langley and Leyshon, 2017), executed on the
platform by YouTube’s algorithms. Such practices privilege the
ultimate goal of holding people for the most possible time
on the platform, and so to exhibit the maximum number of
advertisements and collect the highest amount of data from them
(Burgess and Green, 2018).

Another negative effect of YouTube’s suggestion algorithms
relates to audience restrictions. Members of the ScienceVlogs
Brasil project claim that the video deliveries fluctuate a lot,
hindering their audiences of being notified about new videos, and
that it is hard to “burst the bubble” of those who are already
interested in science to reach people who are still not familiar
with it. In saying this, they are referring to the filter bubble
(Pariser, 2011), in which algorithms tend to recommend content
that reinforces the pre-existing beliefs, tastes, and worldviews
of the users. The extent to which filter bubbles prevent users
from being exposed to a topic as broad as science is not known;
however, on YouTube, filter bubbles have been shown to lead
users into rabbit holes of increasingly radicalized (and often

21Available online at: https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2018/11/07/many-
turn-to-youtube-for-childrens-content-news-how-to-lessons/ (accessed 26
October 2020).

anti-scientific) content, brimming with conspiracy theories22.
This means that serious science communicators can have a
hard time having their videos recommended by the platform—
which can have a major impact on their reach, considering
that YouTube’s recommendations drive around 70% of what
users watch23.

Science communicators reported using a number of strategies
to overcome these hurdles and stand out in YouTube’s
competitive environment. The most popular, the advertisement
of the channels and new videos on social media such as
Facebook and Twitter, is a common strategy used also by science
bloggers (Puschmann, 2014) to spread the word. A significant
number of communicators (19 people, 73% of the sample) have
also participated in competitions promoted by YouTube. These
strategies appear in addition to the SVBr project, in itself a way to
promote each other’s science channels. It was also shown that the
communicators feel the need to know more about the platform
where they are established by searching for information on how
to produce quality content and “defeat” YouTube’s restrictive
algorithms and by visiting on-site courses given by YouTube on
those and other topics. This indicates a high commitment and
disposition to elevate their channel to professional-like standards,
a push that YouTube as a company highly values.

Low financial rewards, the hard-to-reach balance of producing
scientific quality content at a fast pace while having an occupation
(often a full-time one), and difficulties to find the right video
format were equally mentioned. These issues are actually closely
related. Besides writing a good script, filming, and editing, the
production of a high-quality science video often demands hours
of research and double-checking, even if the host is an expert
in the field. Many communicators argue that this is a serious
drawback in their competition for audiences: since they take
longer to produce videos than comedy or tutorial channels, for
example, their channel produces less content and is perceived
to be less favored by the platform’s algorithms. This is why they
must look for the right format and tone for the videos—in order
to find a clearly defined and big-enough audience to consume
the videos regularly. Another demotivating factor is that very
few YouTubers are able to earn enough to make a living with
ad revenues from YouTube. In the ScienceVlogs Brasil project,
at the time of our research, only two of the 26 communicators
had most of their income coming from the platform. Amateur
science bloggers have reported similar concerns with financial
sustainability (Masters, 2013; Brown and Woolston, 2018) and
time constraints (Jarreau, 2015); science YouTubers, however,
must learn video recording and editing techniques that are
further away from the writing habits that they might have had
due to their employment or involvement with academia. In other
words, the efforts to start and maintain a YouTube channel can
be assumed as higher than that to start blogging.

22Available online at: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jan/25/
youtube-conspiracy-theory-videos-recommendations (accessed 26 October,
2020).
23Available online at: https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-the-youtube-algorithm-
works/ (accessed 3 August, 2020).
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From all YouTubers in the sample, 18 (69.26%) reported
having prior experience as science communicators in othermedia
(mostly on social media and blogs); from these, a significant part
(7 people, 26.92%) had more than 5 years of experience. In total,
22 out of 26 YouTubers (84.61%)would seriously consider having
a career in science communication, using primarily digital media.
Some YouTubers are already venturing in this path, selling online
courses about their specialties through platforms or through
YouTube itself24. The workplace preference options show that
science YouTubers would keep working with options familiar to
them (writing scripts and filming) also in offline media, such as
the press, radio, and TV, instead of working with non-mediated
science communication, as in science centers and museums.

CONCLUSIONS

The ScienceVlogs Brasil project can be best understood as an
alliance inspired in the ScienceBlogs Brazil network model,
aimed at strengthening the science communicators community,
leveraging each other’s channels and fighting fake news on
YouTube. It emerged as a strategy for the group to thrive
and reach new audiences in an environment that rewards
primarily entertainment and sensationalmisinformation. Science
communication on Youtube as on blogs, requires group effort
to make it more visible, yet competition is tighter and chances
to reach a wider public are bigger since the public prefers
videos to texts to get information about science (CGEE, 2019).
It still remains to be seen whether the project indeed worked
as intended or not—that is, whether the audiences of the
individual channels and of the group as a whole really increased
significantly throughout time. Future studies could assess
this issue.

The typical profile of a science YouTuber in our sample
is that of a young highly educated male, with a degree in
either Exact, Earth of Biological Sciences and employed as
a teacher or professor. The main motivation of the SVBr
YouTubers is strongly related to science education and lay
public empowerment. Science YouTubers suffer pressures
in trying to keep their channels productive while producing
high-quality videos that need a lot of research and editing. The
low revenue provided by the platform is also a demotivating
factor. The vast majority of ScienceVlogs Brasil participants
are self-taught science communicators with prior experience
in other media who would like to become professionals, and
continue to be active in digital media. Such high engagement
indicates that, given the right conditions, this project could be
a hub of trans-media professional science communication
in Brazil, producing scientific content in multiple
formats and platforms.

The main contribution of this study for the area of science
communication is a better understanding of the evolving online
science communication ecosystem. This study helps to illustrate
how the age and career stage of communicators can influence the

24This is the website of a Brazilian science YouTuber who became very successful
also as a panelist. He now offers a course on scientific thinking with a colleague.
Available online at: https://pirulla.com/cientista/ (accessed 3 August, 2020).

type of media they choose, and how they face and deal with the
challenges of a platform that rewards, on one side, professional
content, and on the other side viral videos and content without
any credibility. Challenges faced by Youtubers must foster
policies to encourage science communication as a way to
keep them active and working within professional standards,
especially considering the growing presence of denialism and
fake news on Youtube (Li et al., 2020), video views and videos
as support content to education of science. This conclusion also
adds to recent cries for a new and better algorithmic model on
YouTube25, which can reward creative/quality work instead of
clickbait and junk content.

The study also shows how seriously committed this particular
type of science communicator (the YouTuber) is regarding his/
her activity, and points to online science video making as a field
pregnant with possibilities. While it is not safe to assume that
the science YouTuber will always stay on YouTube instead of
going to legacy media or changing formats or platforms, the
platform indeed seems to be critical for science YouTubers at
a certain point in their lives. Future studies could investigate
the evolution of science YouTubers – if they will also migrate
to other platforms or diversify significantly their activities, or
if they will stick to a particular format and specialize (all
indicates that the first option is the way to go). Comparative
studies could also strengthen the Youtube community and the
understanding about different social, cultural and economic
pressures to motivate successful science communication actions.
New studies could also verify how the project ScienceVlogs
Brasil will turn out in a few years’ time regarding the
profiles and reach of their communicators. Hopefully, because
of their work, science will be more mainstream by then
than it is now.
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